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ABOUT SHIP STICKS

  

Since their inception, they’ve helped customers ship their golf clubs over 277 million miles – forming partnerships 
along the way with thousands of golf facilities, including over 80 percent of Golfweek’s Top 400 Golf Courses, 
Country Clubs, and Resorts. 

Ship Sticks currently operates at more than 3,000 facilities worldwide and are committed to helping golfers 
everywhere enjoy a hassle-free travel experience by getting their golf clubs to and from their destination safely, 
quickly, and cost-efficiently. 

The mission
At Ship Sticks, the mission is to make golf travel simpler, easier, and more affordable. Their goal is to provide 
golfers with a hassle-free alternative to lugging their clubs to and from the airport – so as to improve the golf 
travel experience, increase the number of rounds played annually, and grow the game.

Their Reach and Growth



OUR WORK

As a rapidly growing company, Ship Sticks approached MWI to help stabilize, solidify, and then build their 
online presence and increase their digital footprint. The first step to ensure ship sticks success was aggressive 
onsite SEO to ensure the website had a solid foundation that could be built upon. With Ship Sticks speedy 
growth early on, and new partnerships with the likes of NBC’s Golf Channel, MWI also quickly capitalized on 
content ideation and creation, as well as aggressive link building strategies.

After all initial research was completed, a thorough 
SEO site audit was completed and implemented, and 
content and link building strategies were churning the 
results really took off, as can be seen here: 

SEO Site Audit CompletedStarted with MWI

http://www.worldgolf.com/newswire/browse/89993-Ship-Sticks-Golf-Channel-announce-strategic-partnership


Early on, MWI also saw great growth potential in taking over all of Ship Sticks PPC execution, and within 
the first month of partnership it was decided that we would expand to that arena as well. Through the 
auditing process of Ship Sticks existing paid search strategies, immediate opportunities for growth were 
recognized and changes to strategies and execution were made. Again, immediate growth in traffic, 
conversions, and ROI were seen and our goals continued to be reached. Over time, PPC growth has 
continued to snowball:

103% 
Conversions

+ + 99% 
Paid Organic

OUR WORK



WIN-WIN PARTNERSHIP

As with all MWI partnerships, the goal is to create growth and increased revenue for our clients. As our 
partnership has gone on with Ship Sticks, and our continued digital marketing tactics have remained 
constant and aggressive, weekly orders continue to increase for Ship Sticks, meaning more money in their 
pocket:

Today, Ship Sticks continues to thrive as an MWI partner. If you love golf as much as we do here at MWI, 
and plan to travel to play soon, give these guys a call; you won’t regret it.




